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“Let me tell you, as an anti-vaxxer myself, who we really
are.   We  are  people  who  have  been  severely  damaged  by
vaccines. We are mothers who watched our perfectly-healthy
children regress after being vaccinated.  We are children who
bang our heads against walls because we’re living in agony
and can’t put our pain into words.

We are individuals from all walks of life who looked into the
blood-stained  history  of  vaccines  and  pharmaceutical
companies. We are people who are tired, who are absolutely
fucking done being bullied by monkeys in lab coats into
injecting our children with chronic disease.”

 

The  original  video  “The  Moral  Case  Against  Lockdowns”  is
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available at WhatsHerFace YouTube channel.

Is it moral to sacrifice the lives of a few to save the lives
of many?

If so, who has the moral authority to choose who lives or
dies?

This moral dilemma was answered in the aftermath of the
second  World  War,  when  the  United  Nations  adopted  the
Universal  Declaration  of  Human  Rights  where  “it  forbids
government from sacrificing some people for the benefits of
others”.

Unfortunately, this lesson from history has been forgotten as
we see governments completely disregard the human rights of
people around the world with lockdowns.

Governments have given themselves the power to play God with
our lives.

Governments, doctors and scientists have been encouraging
people to sacrifice themselves for an alleged greater good.

One egregious example of this is the dismissal of VAERS
(Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System).

Doctors  are  lying  and  suppressing  information  about  the
effects of the covid-19 vaccine in order to decrease vaccine
hesitancy.  These  people  are  slandering  both  their
professional colleagues and victims of vaccine injuries for
their own moral superiority.

No  one  is  infallible,  neither  government  or  health
professionals.

For this reason we must educate ourselves, for we alone are
the bearers of the consequences of our choices.
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Dr. Suzanne Humphries Lecture on Vaccines

[As a service to protect truth from censorship and to share
widely, mirrored copies of this video are available at Truth
Comes to Light BitChute, Brighteon, Lbry/Odysee channels. All
credit, along with our sincere thanks, goes to the original
source of this video. Please follow links provided to support
their work.]
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